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Of view of nobles

 

   
“The place that you are working
ng
there, the future of radio and Television will make there” “every
idea, thought and revolution that
can’ take a place in art, wouldn’t
be eternal” “There is no doubt
that artistic instrument are most
silver-tongued and most diligent
instrument for massage aviso and
advertising” “If media’s program
making be according to religious,
 
    
human’s position will become
more better than now”

    !
“We should understand the situa        
seriously say to you brothers, and
it’s not just about you, thank god
you are at the right direction, it’s
because you are in qom. Qom is
really the spiritual capital of our
revolution, from here Islamic issue should be transported around
the world, and it’s people’s expectation too.
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“In this center (Radio and
Television collage), it’s possible to lead the world, and
we can transport Islamic
education around the world.
If it happens, we would be
proud of it.

 " #
$ % #  & %  '

The art repairs the missing
annulations that “means it’s
jump dais from feeling to
wisdom and also it’s demotion dais from wisdom to
feeling.
It’s a feat that man can
change tangible subject to
logical one. Buff Tabatabgi
nearly was successful in this
issue. He wrote ALMIZAN
with one style and religious
training book for collage’s
student with another”
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Radio and Television collage's introduction

             
making council in order to qom’s Radio and Television
collage putting for attracting religion scholar and their
training in specialized way for program producing according to Islamic rules, this collage opened with presence of head of organization in, until researcher of Islamic culture and sciences have a chance of the acquisition of
theoretical and practical learning in order to composition

            ic culture by using modern publicity instrument and slace
greedy world for spiritual with Skye draft. Now Radio
and Television collage, with formal warrant from ministry
of higher education, via collage entrance examination, in
            ence and dramatical letters, crossing 2 step written exam
             
from among level 2 seminarians (equal with bachelor’s
degree) of theological school for M.S.
Mission:
       tistic training
searching in theoretical and artistic issue of
media in order to providing an examplere of
communication and religious media
discharge of arbitrator role between theologi-

cal school and media
making suitable atmosphere and equipment
for taking research, artistic and produced
skills in media in order to facing with west’s
of media and cultural offensive.
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(    )
providing necessary condition for attracting and nurture that one need for Islamic
media from among seminarians and scholars of theological school
          
and educational that theological school has
in order to man power training
spreading artistic chapters in media among
seminarians and scholars of theological
school of county
producing opinions and patterns of designing, placing and effectiveness of media Islamic and revolution rate.
Vista
              !    !     
source for engaged and specialist man power training in order to reaching to Islamic media
will take the place with these asset in Radio and Television organization during next ten
years (2018):
engoying from continuous competitive asset between higher education centers of sciences
and skill of religion and media scope in internal, regional and international level
engoyin of specialist educateds who are engaged in scope of managing and sciences and
skill of religion and media
               
engoying from dynamic and research are and realistic educational system
being producer of opinions and patterns of designing, placing and effectiveness of media
Islamic and revolution rate
engoying from effective educational and research cooperation with other intercal, region4
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engoying of rich and valuable capacity of theological school and circle of attachment and
transportation of this capacity in scope of religion and media to international media
     "  "               
skills of religion and media in international level
strategic center for man power training that are need for religion and international religious Radio and Television channels.





    

*' +)
being producer similar to thought and idea, in one produced program, is so important and it has a main role in
     #     $    ation of program producing are working under producer’s control. Mental skeleton and thought of producer
are following in program. The goal of this educational
course are necessary skill learning for producing and
          
and dramatic frame

.'   ##      )
knowledge of communication and media is new fangled in the world
and newcomer in our country. One of most important need of Radio
and Television organization is media opinion. This opinion that is based
on religious thought is prognosticated as a goal for social communica            
   
atmosphere can tread in order to producing of Republic Islamic of Iran’s
media opinion
,' -#   )
lackness of good text that be included lofty massage is one of
"       $     "  
in order to remove this problem and this media’s need. The
goal of this course is reaching to writing’s skill in dramatic
letter topic and raising artistic and literary creativeness, specially harmonium one with Islamic cultures and values those
who have literary talent can bloom their artistic and literary
" "             "
and effective texts.
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School’s educated can work in
several produced and research of Radio and
Television centers, after fending of their theoretical and practical thesis and the will be skillful in one or more of these following skill on the
"      &
1) theoretical-applied researching in media
2) producing of religious program in media
3) producing of scenario, project and texts that
are need of media
4) supervision, estimate and counseling of media program producing
'*        
religious movie and program.
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Achievements
)  %)
1) thesis: writing more than
90 thesis about religion and
media
2) books:publishing books
about several subject of religious and media
+*  &    
assays related to religious
and media scope and publication more than 180 label
of them in gazztters
4) rewards: receiving more
than 10 prices 80 Artistic
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/)    # 
holding more than 20 specialized meeting about several specialized subject of religious and
media with following headline
activity and subject:
1) religious and America's media
2) relationship between religious
and popular culture
3) movie and spiritual with
presence of ALEN SRGERLA,
5%; < %=> ?= <>
>$
C* F  = 

changes of Middle East
5) performing and criticism 300
(name of movie)
6) specialized meeting about religious script writing and basic
searching, movie and spiritual,
movie and Doomsday, famous
direction from Iran and world.

0) )
1) product: producing more
than 150 trace in documen       
clip,...
2) scripts:writing more than
180 trace in religious learning scope, producing and
broadcasting more than 35
televised trace on the basis
of scenario of students, receiving 19 reward in script
writing.
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condition for student accepting
M.S student accepting in  8   9 ##     #   with giving
formal degree from ministry of higher education
(      )
1) being believed in republic Islamic of Iran regime and it's rules and values
2) not having bad record penal special condition
      )
1) having bachelor's degree (having study in
       K  #     
those who have bachelor's degree from centers
like SAFIRNA HEDAYAT, Mothary school,
Imam Sadeq University, Islamic Sciences RAZA     V!       
KHOMEYNY university and olom ALADITH
university
2) having complete healthy
+*           
or excuse (deputyship or educational) and not
having absent of soldier liness
5) being prepare for giving promise to work for
organization 2 time more than years of study if
there is need. Those who are accepted must not
        [ 
they must not have any promise before acception.
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Qom's Radio and Television collage site
www.qiu.ir

comprehensive academic site in religion and media scope.
New site of qom's Radio and Television collage is a educational-academic site in religion
and media scope that has theologically academic approach, "comprehensive-academic
site in religion and media scope and source for

answering to questions that are related to religion and media.
The special position of qom's radio and television collage, because of new demand of
virtual medias and exponential need to collage's goals and missions introduction to sci          nization and seminaries, caused making an
atmosphere for cooperation between masters
and student. So this collage decided to sting
in advancing site on the basis of its own educational mission.
This site has 2 basic approaches that has in
mind in all its needs trial:
]*       ^     
     _     ^
mission)
2) Emphasis on collage's exhaust pivotal
and outcomes.
= ^   `     
pages has been designed a site set.
Main pages: about collage: educational
& { " &   "&  
new, assays.
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